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In what follows X is a metric continuum and 6(X) is the space of all subcontinua of X with the Hausdorff metric. If F G Q(X), then by the interval of continua G(P, X) we mean the subspace of Q(X) consisting of all A E &(X) which contain P. In [3] , Curtis and Schori have shown that if X is locally connected and X \ P is a nonvoid set containing no arc with interior, then the interval Q(P, X) is homeomorphic with the Hilbert cube Q. In this note we will use a recent characterization of ß due to Torunczyk [8] to show that G(P, X) is often homeomorphic with ß without assuming X is locally connected.
In order to state Torunczyk's theorem we need his definition of a Z-map. A closed subset A of X is called a Z-set in X provided the identity map on X, lx, can be approximated by maps/: X -> X such that/(X) n A = 0. A map /: X -» X is a Z-map if f(X) is a Z-set in X. The following remarkable result is a special case of Theorem 1 in Torunczyk's paper.
The following criterion provides a useful means of showing Q(P, X) nt Q.
(*) Suppose for each e > 0 there is an A E Q(P, X) such that A is within e of P in the Hausdorff metric and G(A, X) is a Z-set in G(P, X). Then G(P, X) «£• (*) follows from (1) and (2) upon noting that the map/: Q(P, X)^> G(A, X) given by/(7J) = A u B is a Z-map within e of l^xy We use the device of "passing to the quotient space" to simplify our discussions. Let X/P denote the quotient space obtained by identifying P to a point. Then the interval Q(P, X) is homeomorphic in a natural way with the interval 6({P), X/P). So to show Q(P, X) « Q it will suffice to assume P is a singleton. We point out that the requirement that X be locally connected at each point in a neighborhood of p may be relaxed somewhat in (4). We illustrate with an example of a continuum A' in the plane which is not locally connected and yet G({p), X) « ß for eachp G X.
Let T0 be the convex hull of the points (0, 0), (0, 1) and (-1, 1), and for each positive integer n, let Tn be the convex hull of the points (0, 0), (l/22n, 1) and (l/22"+l, 1). Let X be the union of all these closed triangular regions. Then X is a continuum which is locally connected at each point except along the edge E of T0 from (0, 0) to (0, 1). It is easy to see that (4) In the remainder we give another method for showing that G({p), X) « ß which will, for example, show that if X is the Cantor fan (cone over the Cantor set), then G({p), X) äs ß where p is the vertex of the cone. The criterion which applies here is an immediate consequence of (1) and (2) .
(**) Suppose for each e > 0, there is an A E G({p), X) and a map /:
G({p), X) -> G({p), A) such that G({p), A) is a Z-set in G({p), X) and/is within £ of the identity on G({p), X). Then G({p), X) « Q.
If A E G({p),X), then A is said to cover p provided the interior of G({p), A) in G({p), X) contains [p). 5 . Lemma. Suppose A G G({p), X) does not cover p. Then Q({p},A) is a Z-set in G({p), X).
Proof. Let e > 0. Since A does not cover p there is a B E G({p), X) such that diam B < e and B C](X\A)^0.
Then the map /: G({p}, X) -» G(B, X) given by/(D) = B u D is e-close to the identity on G({p), X) since
